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KUWAIT: National Agencies Group, the
authorized distributor for KIA Motors in
Kuwait and a subsidiary of Abdulaziz Al-
Ali Al-Mutawa Group of Companies, has
announced the success of its ongoing
campaign focused on highlighting the
versatility of KIA’s award-winning mod-
els, high-tech features and special bene-
fits for new customers.

Themed “KIA has it all”, the campaign
is offering unprecedented choice in
terms of models and features, in addi-
tion to steep discounts on all 2015 mod-
els, 25 years optional warranty, 2 years
free service, free registration & 3rd party
insurance.

Over the years, the KIA range has
evolved to a high standard and is now
able to satisfy all tastes and preferences
in the Kuwaiti automotive market. KIA
offers a top choice for every taste
through a total of 14 models in Kuwait,
which include 3 compact sedans, 2 of
which are available in hatchback option,
1 medium size sporty sedan, 1 premium
large sedan, 3 SUVs, 2 crossovers, 1 mini-
van and 1 luxury vehicle. The latest gen-
eration of KIA’s represents some of the
best automotive innovations in seg-
ments ranging from Subcompact to SUV
to Luxury Sedan. KIA models are charac-
terized by modern & exciting features,
award-winning designs, powerful and
efficient performance and attractive
pricing.

Summer offers heat up with August KIA Motors campaign

DUBAI: During the second day of his visit to the
UAE, Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi visit-
ed Masdar City, a hub of clean technology and
innovations in science and technology.Later he
met with a delegation of investors with the aim
of promoting India as a country rich in invest-
ment opportunities.  

The high-profile investment meeting includ-
ed a UAE delegation led by UAE Economy
Minister Sultan Al Mansouri along with the
CEOs of National Oil Company (ADNOC), DP
World, Emmar Properties,  Abu Dhabi
Investment Authority (ADIA), Emirates Airlines
and Etisalat among others. The UAE Minister of
State of Foreign Affairs Dr Anwer Garghash also
attended the meeting. 

The members of the UAE delegation showed
a keen interest in the Indian market and dis-
cussed with the Prime Minister their present
investment details and future plans. Also partic-
ipating in the meeting were renowned NRI
investors, including Yusuffali MA of Lulu Group,
who has more than Rs5000 crore investment in
Indian retail and hospitality sector, BR Shetty, JR
Gangaramani,  Ram Buxani and Dr VP
Shamsheer

At the meeting, Prime Minister Modi gave a
speech on the investment opportunities in
India, urging UAE investors to explore possibili-
ties in the country’s tourism, infrastructure and

energy sectors. He mentioned that there is
scope for immediate investment of over $1 tril-
lion in India and pointed out that more than
500 railway stations could be immediately mod-
ified to develop into shopping malls, hotels and
commercial centers. He also noted that other
investment opportunities existed in the real-

estate sector where within the next seven years
India would need over 50 million affordable
housing units. Highlighting the investment
potential in India, the Prime Minister said, “I feel
India is a land of many opportunities; the 125
crore (1.25 million) people of India are not just a
market, they are a source of great strength.”

PM Narendra Modi highlights

investment opportunities in India

KUWAIT: VIVA, Kuwait’s fastest-growing
and most developed telecom operator,
announced the first lucky winners of its
weekly draws campaign that gives prepaid
customers a chance to win USD 1,500 dai-
ly cash prize for every 1 KD they spend on
recharge, as well as USD 5,000 monthly.
The campaign began on 28 July 2015 and
valid for six consecutive months. 

VIVA’s prepaid daily draws is taking
place once a week with 7 winners, one
winner for every day of the week to get
the USD 1,500 cash prize and the winners
for the second week, held on 11 August
2015 are:  Mohammed Awad Al-Azmi,
Bader Tamah Naji ,  Ahmad Muzhi
Shahatha,  Desh Rag, Meshari  Fahad
Almutairi, Ali Hassan Jumaa, and Safeel
Mohammed Kouti

Both new and existing prepaid cus-

tomers are eligible to enter daily and
monthly draws throughout the promotion
period, upon recharging their lines with
KD 1 credit. Lucky winners of the daily
draws will get USD 1,500 cash prize while
winners of the monthly draws will get USD
5,000 cash prize. 

VIVA reiterates its commitment to pro-
viding unique promotions designed to cre-
ate an exceptional customer experience
and reward its prepaid customers for their
continued trust in VIVA.  VIVA will continue
to seek new and innovative ways to facili-
tate the lives of its customers and share
with them the latest in communication
technology.  To find out more about VIVA’s
new prepaid packages, or any of its other
competitive promotions, products and
packages, visit one of the 69 VIVA branches,
or the VIVA website at www.viva.com.kw.  

VIVA announces second
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its Prepaid Campaign

KUWAIT: For the first time in Kuwait, comes
an amazing summer promotion from
AUTO1 - Tires (Ghannam Tire Center
Company) where consumers who buy and
install any brand (FALKEN, NEXEN, MASTER-
CRAFT, THUNDERER & GOODRIDE) of 2 or 3
or 4 tires will now get FREE V-KOOL(tm)
Window films for the vehicle of their
choice.

Imagine getting the world’s most tech-
nologically advanced heat control window
film to protect you and your loved ones,
from the harmful UV & IR rays and prevent-
ing further fading of the upholstery fabric
and color inside your current vehicle that
has probably been close to 2 years or older!
Plus you get to enhance your drive each
day by simply by having replaced your
existing tires with a leading international
brand of new tires giving you comfort, con-
fidence, and in some cases extreme noise
reduction (depending on vehicle perform-
ance & tire specifications).

“While we continuously strive to give
our consumers the best retail service in the
tire industry, we challenged ourselves this
year in coming up with this unique sales
promotion in conjunction with our group
company, so that our consumers who
come to us repeatedly are offered a truly
value added benefit for free; in addition to
competitive pricing”, stated Mr S Jai, Vice
President-Operations of Kuwait AUTO1 -
Tires. This KOOL Summer promotion is valid
at the AUTO1 - Tires outlets situated in
Shuwaikh and Sharq industrial areas until
Oct 10, 2015. 

“As daily temperatures continue to be in
the mid to high 40s, we strongly recom-
mend all motor enthusiasts to check the
condition of their vehicle tires on a regular
basis, and take the necessary corrective
measures especially with back-to-school
season coming up”, added Mr Rajesh
Panjwani, Deputy General Manager-Sales
of Kuwait AUTO1 - Tires.  

KUWAIT: Australian filmgoers can look for-
ward to tales of street racing women, disas-
trous road trips and a father ’s quest for
acceptance of his special needs son at the
12th annual Arab Film Festival Australia,
which is sponsored by Etihad Airways. The fes-
tival, which opened its 2015 program in
Sydney will  showcase 10 films from the
United Arab Emirates, Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon
and Palestine. Etihad Airways’ Senior Vice
President Marketing, Shane O’Hare, said the
airline was proud of its partnership with the
Arab Film Festival Australia.

“Etihad Airways first supported the Arab
Film Festival Australia in 2008, which makes
this one of the airline’s longest-running spon-
sorships in Australia. “As the national airline of
the United Arab Emirates, Etihad Airways is
committed to promoting a deeper apprecia-
tion of modern Arabian arts and culture and
to playing a small but important role in bring-
ing stories from the Arab world to Australian
audiences.”

Arab Film Festival Australia Co-director
Fadia Abboud said Etihad Airways’ support
was the key to the festival reaching a wider
audience. “It’s our mission to showcase the
diversity of the Arab experience to Australian
audiences, and our partnership with Etihad
Airways is important for delivering that objec-
tive. “The airline’s support has enabled the fes-
tival to bring acclaimed director Amin Dora
from Beirut to Sydney for opening night as
this year’s special guest. This is a significant
coup for the festival as Mr Dora’s opening
night film Ghadi was Lebanon’s official sub-
mission to the Academy Awards and has been
well received around the world.”

The festival is produced by Information

and Cultural Exchange (ICE). Its organizing
committee represents Australia’s diverse
Arabic-speaking communities and cultures.

The Arab Film Festival Australia will run in
Sydney until 16 August, Melbourne from 21-
23 August and Canberra from 28-30 August.

Etihad Airways supports

Arab Film Festival Australia

International Digital Emmy Award winning director, Amin Dora with Etihad Airways Premium
Lounge staff en route to Sydney from his home in Beirut to attend the opening night of Arab
Film Festival Australia.
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DUBAI: GCC buildings can reduce energy
costs by up to 25 percent with a new line of
sun control fabric launched today by Hunter
Douglas, according to industry experts.
Demonstrating the strong potential for
building sustainability, the GCC hosts 1,236
LEED-rated projects, with 837 (68 percent) in
the UAE, according to a report by Ventures
Middle East. Qatar has 190 projects, the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia with 158 projects,
and Kuwait, Oman, and Bahrain combining
for 51 projects.

With the UAE as the region’s leader in
green buildings, Dubai has one of the
region’s more ambitious plans, with the
Dubai Supreme Council of Energy expecting
nearly one quarter - 30,000 of Dubai’s
130,000 buildings - to be energy-efficient by
2030, at a cost of USD 820 million, according
to the report.

Supporting sustainable buildings in the
region, Hunter Douglas, an international
manufacturer of sun control systems based
in The Netherlands, has released the new
Screen Nature Ultimetal sun control fabric,
which reflects 70 percent of solar energy
that strikes buildings and can substantially
reduce energy costs. In projects with a lot of
glass, such as skyscrapers, Screen Nature
Ultimetal can cut the amount of energy
needed for cooling by 25 percent by block-
ing out glare, while minute holes allow for
light and openness.

Robin Van Der Velden, Manager of
Window Covering Division, Hunter Douglas
Middle East, said: “With GCC countries
among the world leaders in focusing on sus-
tainable buildings, skyscrapers in particular

require advanced solutions to cope with
harsh daylight, while ensuring people have
a comfortable climate and visibility. Screen
Nature Ultimetal pushes the boundaries of
sustainable sun control, combining visual
appeal, thermal performance, and environ-
mental properties, while substantially reduc-
ing energy consumption.” Screen Nature
Ultimetal is recyclable by being made with
of fiber glass with a reflective aluminum lay-
er, is fire-safe, and free of PVC, odors, toxic
vapors. Wouter Beck, Director of GreenTech,
Hunter Douglas, said: “Fibreglass shading
fabrics often come with a protective layer of
PVC. Despite its strong protective proper-
ties, PVC is not the most environment-
friendly material in terms of production or
recyclability. The yarns used in Screen
Nature have a patented inorganic coating
that offers excellent protection. Screen
Nature Ultimetal has two additional advan-
tages: the material is fire-safe as well as
odourless, due to the absence of softeners.”

Job Hoevenaars, Product Manager,
Hunter Douglas, said: “The fabric halves the
solar heat gain coming through the window.
This means the interior temperature will
remain pleasant in summer without much
additional cooling. This also makes the
Screen Nature Ultimetal sun control fabric
ideal for projects facing high requirements
with regard to Energy Performance
Certification and sustainable schemes, such
as BREEAM and LEED.” Screen Nature
Ultimetal is part of Hunter Douglas’ roller
blind range, EOS 500, an innovative, modu-
lar roller blind system consisting of 300
interchangeable components.

GCC can reduce energy costs 

with new sun control fabric


